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Dear Animals Lovers on Samui July 2011

After a pretty intense time back in Germany, where Werner continued his ongoing eye treatment (Retinal 
detachment) and I had to be operated on the foot, we are very happy to finally be back on the island. It will 
take a minimum of six weeks until I will be able to get my way around the shelter again.
Martina and Stephanie (in the house in Chaweng), Jay and Linda and of course our manager Wit, have done 
a great job keeping things running smoothly while we were away.

Like already mentioned in our last newsletter, we are very lucky to have so many vets and vet student 
volunteers visiting us these days. Just today we had our 3rd vet student group in a row arriving from Canada. 
In fact they all go to the same university back in Canada and therefore know each other quite well. The 
group that has just left, passed on a lot of information and instructions as well as detailed notes about the 
animals with ongoing treatments. More operations are being done and injured and sick animals are being 
treated a lot quicker and often more intensively. Thanks to the great teamwork between our vet and the 
visiting volunteers as well as our long term volunteers we have been able to make sure that every animal 
gets a fast helping hand. Just shows how much work our vet normally has to perform almost singlehandedly.

Christina, Erin, John and Alex did great work over 2 
weeks at the shelter

Luci, Jackie and Ashley will help us for one week

Operation list June 2011

Dog (Female) Dog (Male) Cat (Female) Cat (Male) Other Total
119 8 15 4 11 157

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope we can count on your continued support so that we can 
make even more progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animal-friendly 
have made it a happier and safer place for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our four-legged 
friends are most grateful for your contribution!  

Best wishes
Brigitte
and the DRCS - Team


